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ABSTRACT
Model-based predictions of future trajectories of a dynamical system often suffer from inaccuracies,
forcing model-based control algorithms to re-plan often, thus being computationally expensive,
sub-optimal and not reliable. In this work, we propose a model-agnostic method for estimating the
uncertainty of a model’s predictions based on reconstruction error, using it in control and exploration.
As our experiments show, this uncertainty estimation can be used to improve control performance on
a wide variety of environments by choosing predictions of which the model is confident. It can also
be used for active learning to explore more efficiently the environment by planning for trajectories
with high uncertainty, allowing faster model learning.
1 Introduction
Model-based Reinforcement Learning refers to a family of algorithms and methods that learn a model of a dynamical
system (a "world model"), then use it to plan actions that optimize a particular cost or reward function. It is generally
more sample efficient than model-free control, another family of methods that learn directly a policy, i.e. a mapping
from states to actions, that optimizes a cost or reward. Still, a general issue with model-based control is caused by the
inaccuracies that long predictions tend to show, due to accumulating errors. Furthermore, often the data distribution on
which we test our predictions is different from the training distribution. This makes planning more difficult, since
generally the trajectory generated by executing a series of actions is different from what expected. To deal with this,
algorithms such as Model Predictive Control plan for a long horizon, but then executes only the first few actions of the
plan, then re-plan. Re-planning often based on new observations helps controlling systems even in the presence of
model inaccuracies, but this makes the algorithms significantly slower.
In this work, we present a new architecture for controlling a system guided by the uncertainty estimation of
the model predictions. While the model is learned using a recurrent neural network, a second feed forward network
estimates the uncertainty of the predicted trajectory. The latter network is an autoencoder which takes a fixed number of
time steps of states and actions (st, at, . . . , st+T , at+T ) as input and tries to reconstruct them. The network, being
trained on the same real-world samples seen during training by the model network, will reconstruct more accurately
trajectories that are similar to what it has encountered during training, on which the model is thus more accurate,
while its reconstruction error will be higher on unexplored areas of the states-actions space. This creates a dual
concept of uncertainty/familiarity, where we can define a pattern as familiar if the network is able to efficiently
compress and reconstruct it [11]. The intuition is similar to other works in the field of uncertainty estimation, that
we discuss in Section 4. Nevertheless, while most works use an ensemble of models or stochastic dropout on a
model to infer uncertainty with several feed-forward predictions, our method only needs to run one feed-forward
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prediction of a relatively small network. It is thus faster during prediction and also during backpropagation, used for
gradient based optimization of the cost function with respect to the actions, and so more suited for real-time applications.
This new network can be used to select sequences of actions for which the model is more confident about
its predictions. This leads to real trajectories that are more similar to the excepted ones, obtaining also a real reward that
is closer to the one expected. Also, since the model is more confident about the outcome of the actions sequence, we
can execute more actions before re-planning, thus having a faster algorithm for real-time applications.
Furthermore, the uncertainty estimation can be used to explore more rapidly and effectively the environment framing
the problem of model learning as active learning. In active learning, an agent can choose the input samples that it wants
to be labeled, with the goal of improving its performance rapidly. By choosing an action sequence that is predicted to
have an uncertain outcome, we can plan for exploration, thus guiding the sample collection phase towards areas where
the model is less accurate and can therefore learn more. This leads to faster model learning, since the algorithm rapidly
explores most unvisited areas of the state-action space. After visiting unexplored areas, both the world model and
the uncertainty model will be trained on the new data. As a result, the accuracy of the world model on those trajec-
tories will increase, while the uncertainty will decrease, making them quickly uninteresting for the agent to explore again.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we will provide an introduction to reinforcement learning,
model learning and model-based control, and will describe the network architectures and algorithms that we developed.
In Section 3, we will show the results of our experiments focusing on control of different systems: an industrial
chemical process and a quadcopter. These experiments show how our new method based on the Uncertainty Model
improves the control performance on all the systems without needing more real-world data, lowering the error of
predictions and obtaining an higher reward. Furthermore, we show the results of the experiments focusing on model
learning: by planning actions that explore areas with high uncertainty, we can learn more efficiently a model that is
accurate on a wider part of the state-action space. Experiments show how this technique led to better models on all the
environments. In Section 4 we will discuss related work from the scientific literature. Section 5 concludes the paper
with final considerations and further work.
The primary contributions of this work are the following: (1) we introduce a new method for predicting and optimizing
uncertainty in model-based control based on reconstruction error of state-action sequences. (2) We empirically show
that this method can be easily added to the usual optimization procedures of model-based control to both achieve better
control and more efficient exploration, independently of the world model. (3) We experimentally show its benefits on
control and active learning on different environments: an industrial chemical process, a quadcopter and a quadruped
robot.
2 Architecture and Method
2.1 Preliminaries of Reinforcement Learning and Model-Based Control
In Reinforcement Learning, at every time step t an agent is in a state st ⊂ S and receives an observation ot ⊂ O.
The agent can execute an action at ⊂ A, transitioning into a new state following the stochastic dynamical equation
st+1 ∼ p(st+1|st, at), receiving a reward rt = R(st, at). This is often formalized as a Markov Decision Problem
(MDP), or a Partially Observable Markov Decision Problem (POMDP) if the state is not fully observable. In
this work, though, we will refer to st as the observed state of the agent, even if the full state is not observable.
The goal is to find a policy at = pi(st) that will bring the highest possible cumulative reward,
∑T
t=1 r(st, at)
subject to st+1 ∼ p(st+1|st, at). While in model-free reinforcement learning the agent usually learns a policy as a
function mapping from observations to actions, in model-based reinforcement learning we select actions based on
the prediction of future trajectories, using a learned model. We can plan ahead to generate a sequence of actions
a0, a1, . . . , aH = arg max
∑H
t=1 r(at, st) subject to st+1 = fˆ(st, at) , where H denotes our planning horizon and fˆ
is our learned model, that maximize a reward or minimize a cost.
A model can be learned using completely off-policy data. An agent can explore the dynamics of its environ-
ment by executing random actions, and collecting tuples (st, at, st+1). A neural network is then trained on this data D
to learn the function ∆st+1 = fˆθ(st, at) by gradient descent, where θ indicates the trainable parameters of the network.
We train the network to predict the difference between st+1 and st instead of predicting directly st+1 because this
led to better performance. Since some environments are partially observable or non-Markovian, we have to infer the
current state of the system from the recent history of observations and actions. To do so, we adopt a Recurrent Neural
Network, in particular an LSTM, to learn the mapping ∆st+1 = fˆθ(st, at, st−1, at−1, . . . , st−T , at−T ), where T is the
time window size of the network.
A widely used model-based control algorithm is Model Predictive Control. It consists of sampling a series of possible
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture. Left: dynamical model, made of an LSTM that predicts ∆st. In the prediction
of a trajectory, the output ∆st is added to st−1 to have a prediction of st, that is fed as new input along with at. Right:
uncertainty module, composed by an autoencoder. The uncertainty estimation is the mean squared error of input and
output vectors (represented as - in the figure).
future actions sequences, predicting the cumulative reward of each based on the model, choosing the trajectory with the
highest predicted reward and then executing only the first action. After that, we transition into a new state, obtain a
new observation, and re-plan. This algorithm is quite effective and can be used to control various simulated robotic
agents, as shown in [9], using a neural network model, since the constant re-planning attenuates model inaccuracies.
Nevertheless, a drawback of the algorithm is its computational expensiveness: predicting numerous future trajectories
can be computationally intensive, especially when this is done in real-time at every time step on a real robotic system.
2.2 Uncertainty Estimation
We propose an architecture for model-based control and model-based exploration that takes into account an estimated
uncertainty of the trajectory predictions, based on reconstruction error of state-action trajectories. This method can help
improving the control performance of a learned model, but also help learning more quickly and effectively a model of
the world. Our architecture is composed of a feed forward network, independent from the dynamics model network, that
is trained on the same state-action pairs (st, at) collected during exploration. This network takes as input T consecutive
time steps of (st, at), concatenated as one vector of dimension 1× (T +N +M), where N,M are respectively the
dimension of the state space and action space. The network is an auto-encoder, trained to output its input. It is trained
by minimizing the mean squared error between its inputs and outputs using gradient descent
φ = argminφ
1
T
L−T∑
i=0
(
T∑
t=0
(si,t − sˆi,t)2 + (ai,t − aˆi,t)2)1/2 (1)
where sˆt:t+T , aˆt:t+T = AEφ(st, at, . . . , st+T , at+T ) , φ indicates the trainable parameters of the network and L is the
total time length of the collected data. While a simple identity function would perfectly emulate this behaviour, the
machine learning literature shows how neural networks often struggle to learn a general identity function outside their
training data distribution [4] [15]. The intuition is that the network will be able to reconstruct more accurately inputs
similar to the ones it has encountered in its training set, collected via exploration, and thus trajectories on which our
learned world model is more accurate. Trajectories out of this distribution will generate a higher reconstruction error.
As observed in [16], this method can be seen as learning an embedding of the training trajectories, then at test time the
reconstruction error gives an estimation of the distance between test samples and training samples in the embedding
space. We can thus obtain a measure of the agent uncertainty on a particular time instant of the prediction by measuring
the reconstruction error as the mean squared error between the vectors,
ut =
1
T
(
t∑
i=t−T
(si − sˆi)2 + (ai − aˆi)2)1/2 (2)
where sˆt−T :t, aˆt−T :t = AEφ(st, at, . . . , st−T , at−T ). Our architecture generates, for each time step, both a prediction
of the future state st and an estimated uncertainty of this prediction, ut.
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Figure 2: Examples of trajectory and uncertainty predictions, in the drone environment. Blue: predicted trajectory,
orange: real trajectory, green: estimated uncertainty. Notice how the uncertainty rapidly grows when the error increases.
This gives a good estimation of how many actions in the future we can execute before needing to re-plan, thus speeding
up real-time execution considerably. The uncertainty is scaled to match the trajectories scale in order to be plotted.
2.3 Model-Based Control with Uncertainty Minimization
We now rephrase the problem of model-based control as an optimization process in the space of future actions that both
maximizes a cumulative reward and minimizes a cumulative uncertainty
(at, at+1, . . . , at+H) = argmaxat:t+H
t+H∑
i=t
(αr(si, ai)− βu(si:i−T , ai:i−T )) (3)
, where α, β are hyperparameters to weight the importance of having high cumulative reward or low cumulative
uncertainty. This optimization procedure can either be solved by sampling K random actions sequences, estimating the
future trajectories and uncertainties and selecting the sequence with the highest cumulative value, or by gradient ascent,
starting from an initial actions sequence and then optimizing the value with respect to the actions. The architecture,
being composed of the sum of the outputs of two differentiable networks, is completely differentiable. We can then
execute backpropagation through time to optimize the actions sequences.
As our experiments show (Section 3), this optimization procedure allows the agent to execute an higher number of
actions before re-planning. The agent can execute actions until the estimated uncertainty has grown over a threshold, at
which point it stops, receives the past observations and re-plan. This results in a faster and more reliable algorithm, able
to execute even tens or hundreds of actions in open-loop.
2.4 Model-Based Exploration with Uncertainty Maximization
The uncertainty estimate can also be used during exploration to plan for actions sequences that are predicted to bring
the system into unexplored state-action space areas. The procedure is very similar to the control phase, but now we
optimize actions for high uncertainty, regardless of a cost or reward function.
(at, at+1, . . . , at+H) = argmaxat:t+H
t+H∑
i=t
u(si:i−T , ai:i−T ) (4)
We solve this optimization problem with the same techniques described before: we can either sample possible actions
sequences and choose the one with the highest value, or optimize an initial action sequence through gradient ascent.
In many real-world cases, we would like our agent to be curious, thus exploring areas with high uncertainty, but also
cautious enough to avoid uncertainties above a certain threshold. In that case, we can simply stop the gradient ascent
optimization phase or discard sequences that have an estimated uncertainty above a threshold.
3 Experiments
In this section we show and discuss the results of several experiments conducted on different environments. The goals of
the experiments are first to empirically show that uncertainty-aware control yields better results, with a lower prediction
error and an higher cumulative reward. Secondly, to show how uncertainty-guided exploration allows better model
learning with the same number of samples with respect to random exploration. The environments that we used are the
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Figure 3: Prediction and control performance with varying uncertainty ranges for all the tested environments. Notice
how, with lower predicted uncertainty, prediction error is lower, both for future trajectory and cost, and cumulative cost
is also lower.
following: first, a recent simulator of an industrial chemical process, Industrial Benchmark [5], designed, as the authors
state, to benchmark control algorithms on a chemical process that simulates the difficulties of real-world scenarios, such
as non-Markovian observations and changing dynamics. Second, a simulated and simplified drone/quadcopter, which
doesn’t include aerodynamics effects. Third, a simulated quadruped robot, the Minitaur, using the Bullet physics-engine.
3.1 Uncertainty-aware Model-based Control
To benchmark our method, we compare it to the model-based approach proposed in [9] on all the control problems.
Thus, we first explore randomly the environment by sampling random actions and collecting observations in the form of
(st, at, st+1). We fit a recurrent neural network to this data, as explained in Section 2, to predict the discrete change
in state, ∆st+1. Then, we plan a sequence of actions that optimize a cost function, by using both random sampling
and gradient based optimization for different experiments. The two optimization methods gave similar results. We
then execute the actions and compute an average mean squared error of the predicted trajectory and the real trajectory
over 10 episodes. We also compute the predicted and real cumulative cost. Then, we repeat the experiments including
the uncertainty prediction. We fit an autoencoder, as discussed in Section 2, to the same data gathered during random
exploration. We then generate a plan by optimizing both for low cumulative cost and low uncertainty, as in Equation 3.
We then compare the prediction errors and real cumulative costs of these two methods. In all of our experiments, we
use as world model an LSTM with 32 units, followed by a hidden densely connected layer and a linear output layer.
Our uncertainty network is composed of a single hidden layer with 100 units, thus being relatively small and allowing
fast feed-forward inference and backpropagation of derivatives to optimize actions. The exploration phase is composed
of 10 episodes of 500 time steps, for a total of 5000 samples. The planning horizon H is 200, and the autoencoder time
window T is 10. We start by sampling 10 random actions after resetting the environments.
Industrial Benchmark: The Industrial Benchmark (IB) environment has 3 actions and 6 observations. It’s non-
Markovian, and the current state must be inferred by past observations and actions. It also has changing dynamics based
on the recent history as explained in the paper [5]. In Figure 3 we compare the prediction errors of the world model
alone and the uncertainty-aware model. We averaged the results of MPC-based sampling of actions, choosing the lowest
estimated cumulative cost among the sampled sequences of actions which also have an estimated cumulative uncertainty
between 15 and 30 first, and then between 30 and 50, to showcase the results of trajectories with different ranges of
predicted cumulative uncertainty. We ran 10 episodes and averaged the prediction error, computed as mean squared
error of real and predicted states trajectory, and the difference between real and expected cumulative cost. In Figure 3
we show the average results of prediction MSE and error in cumulative cost estimation. As the experiments show, an
lower uncertainty range, or equally an higher uncertainty weight in (3), brings lower prediction error, cumulative cost
prediction error and generally lower real cumulative cost. Thus, the new optimization method yields better performance
with the same number of samples. We obtained similar results using gradient-based optimization of actions, optimizing
Equation 3 with α = 1 and β between 0.1 and 0.2.
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Env. Random Explor. Active Unc. Explor.
IB µ = 44.8, σ = 8.1 µ = 26.2, σ = 7.1
Drone µ = 10.3 , σ = 1.8 µ = 7.6, σ = 1.4
Minitaur µ = 7.5, σ = 2.4 µ = 6.4, σ = 1.3
Table 1: Mean Squared Error of trajectory predictions on the validation set (100 trajectories of 100 steps). Same model
trained on uncertainty-guided exploration data and random exploration data. Average of 5 experiments, each with 10
re-trainings of the model on the same data to average random initialization effects.
Drone: The drone environment has 4 actions, the velocities of each propeller, and 12 observations: the world-frame
position and velocities, angles and angular velocities expressed in Euler angles. The environment is thus Markovian,
but we still use the same recurrent world model to benchmark the same model. The cost function is computed as
the absolute distance of the drone position in world coordinates and the goal position (1, 1, 1). In these experiments,
we sample sequences of actions until we find a predicted cumulative uncertainty that is between a certain range and
predicted cumulative cost under a threshold. The cost threshold is fixed, but we use different uncertainty ranges:
10 − 20, 20 − 30, 25 − 90. As Figure 3 shows, the mean squared error of predictions and real trajectories grows as
the uncertainty range grows. Similarly, the predicted cost error grows as well. The new optimization procedure yields
better performance in this case as well.
Minitaur: The Minitaur is a quadruped robot developed by Ghost Robotics. In this work, we use a simulated version
of the robot using Bullet physics engine. The environment has 8 actions, representing the torque of the leg motors.
The cost function is the negative squared distance travelled along the x direction, hence the optimization algorithm
will push the robot forward. As before, we actuate the actions with the lowest predicted cost, and with a predicted
uncertainty inside a certain range. Also in this case, we show in our experiments (Figure 3) how the mean squared error
of predictions and real trajectories grows as uncertainty estimate grows. At the same time, the error between predicted
and actual cost grows when the uncertainty estimate grows.
3.2 Uncertainty-Guided Active Exploration and Model Learning
In these experiments, we benchmark empirically if uncertainty-guided active exploration can help building better models
with the same amount of samples. The experiments are structured as follows: we start with an initial phase of random
exploration of 1e4 time steps. We train the world model and uncertainty model, which have the same architecture as
before, on the collected data. We then sample 100 trajectories as a validation set, on which we later benchmark the
prediction error of the model. We proceed to a second phase of exploration. In one case, we plan sequences of actions
for which the predicted cumulative uncertainty is higher than the average cumulative uncertainty of a certain threshold
(in the range of 1.2 - 1.5 times higher). We empirically showed, in the previous series of experiments, that higher
uncertainty strongly correlates with higher prediction error, mostly due to executing trajectories that are far from the
training distribution. The intuition is that collecting several trajectories with higher prediction error helps building a
better model in a larger part of the state-action space, instead of exploring the same areas already explored on which the
model has low error. We gather 1.5e4 time steps with uncertainty-guided exploration, as 150 episodes of 100 steps. We
also gather 1.5e4 time steps with random exploration. We finally retrain the world model first on the union of the initial
1e4 time steps and new 1.5e4 time steps gathered by planning for high uncertainty, then with the initial data and newly
randomly collected data, obtaining two datasets of 2.5e4 time steps. After training, we average the prediction error on
the validation set of 100 trajectories. Since random initialization of the network can impact the benchmark performance,
we average the results over 10 different retraining. Furthermore, we repeat the experiments from the beginning 5 times
for each environment and average the results.
In Table 1 we show the results of the experiments on the IB, Drone and Minitaur environments. As the experiments
show, the model learned with uncertainty-guided active exploration is consistently more accurate of the model learned
with random exploration. This leads to better control performance as well, since prediction accuracy is crucial in
model-based control.
4 Related Work
The literature of Deep Reinforcement Learning has rapidly grown in recent years. Many recent papers have focused on
new algorithms for efficient exploration, model-based control and uncertainty estimation.
Exploration: An agent has to first explore its unknown environment before being able to learn a policy that
generates high cumulative reward. Exploration can be conducted by learning a model-free policy, as in the case of
[10], where an agent learns a policy that maximizes the error in prediction of an inner world model. Similarly, the
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recent work [1] learns a model-free policy that maximizes the error between a randomly initialized network and a
second network that tries to mimic its outputs, with input the current state. The intuition behind this method is similar
to ours: as the authors state, the error will be higher in states that are rarely visited. In our work we use an autoencoder
for computing the reconstruction error instead of a randomly initialized network. Furthermore, we use a completely
model-based approach, by planning for exploration, instead of learning a model-free policy that is generally less
sample efficient. Another recent work [13] learns an ensemble of models and plans to explore trajectories where the
model disagrees. Again, the models will mostly disagree on states that are rarely visited. In our work, we use a single
uncertainty network instead of an ensemble of models, since using a single feed forward network for uncertainty
prediction is faster than computing the outputs of several networks. Furthermore, we show that uncertainty can also be
used to improve control. The recent work [8] uses an ensemble of model as well to predict the value (sum of future
cumulative discounted rewards) for each state, and explores state where the models disagree (optimism in the face
of uncertainty, as stated by the authors). An older work [12] studies the general structure of an agent with adaptive
curiosity and confidence, able to explore areas with low-confidence to improve its world model. Similarly to this
framework, our agent explores, driven by curiosity, areas where it predicts high uncertainty, but then, training its
uncertainty network on the new data, it will no longer find those trajectories interesting. Its world model will improve
in those areas and the uncertainty will decrease, thus showing an adaptive curiosity and confidence.
Uncertainty: The recent literature of deep learning has proposed several methods to evaluate the uncertainty
of the prediction of a deep neural network. Several works propose the use of Bayesian Neural Networks, or
approximations of these architectures [3]. Many papers, as discussed, approximate a Bayesian posterior by either
using an ensemble of models, or applying stochastic dropout to a network and computing several outputs for the same
input, and computing then mean and variance. An interesting recent work [16] uses both stochastic dropout and a
recurrent autoencoder to estimate the uncertainty of a time series estimation. The authors feed the cell states of the
encoder LSTM directly in the prediction network, while we use the reconstruction error of a feed forward network as
an uncertainty estimation. Furthermore, we also optimize actions through the model for control or exploration. The
paper [11] elaborates on the connection of compression and understanding, and the various interpretation of curiosity,
discovery and familiarity.
Model-based Control: The work [9] shows how a neural network can learn a world model to control agents simulated
in the MuJoCo physics-engine through step-by-step re-planning using Model Predictive Control. Similarly, the work
[8] showed how it is possible to improve model-based control by adding a value function approximator. This method is
complementary to ours and could be integrated into the general architecture as future work. The paper [7] adopts an
uncertainty-aware model-based control technique to autonomously fly a drone near obstacles, using dropout to estimate
uncertainty.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we presented a new architecture and method for estimating the uncertainty of world model’s trajectory
predictions based on reconstruction error, and for optimizing it to both obtain better control performance and more
efficient exploration and model learning. The uncertainty network, being a single and relatively small feed-forward
network, is generally fast to run and suited to real-time applications with respect to ensemble of models used in the
recent literature. This method is also model-agnostic: it can be easily added to any chosen world-model, obtaining
virtually the same estimations of familiarity and uncertainty as reconstruction error. Furthermore, the architecture
designs of the world model and uncertainty model are independent, allowing for more flexibility.
The ability to obtain more reliable predictions of the future allows agents to execute a higher number of actions in
open-loop before the need to re-plan, thus making the general algorithm faster. Furthermore, a more efficient exploration
allows real robots to learn a better model using less real-world data, that is often the real bottleneck of real world deep
reinforcement learning. We argue that model-based active exploration can help improve data-efficiency for various
control tasks, as showed by our experiments.
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